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Transforming student learning starts with providing teachers the resources and content they need to help students transfer knowledge from teacher-led instruction to independence. Scholastic’s game-changing digital programs provide equitable, 24/7 access to effective solutions for instruction and independent learning across the content areas.

Dear Educator,

The goal of Scholastic Digital Solutions is to empower all learners to use technology to broaden their perspective, communicate effectively, and set and monitor their goals, while constructing knowledge and learning to solve problems through new and imaginative solutions.

As we look toward the future of education technology, I am so pleased to share with you the next generation of Scholastic Digital Solutions—groundbreaking programs that will allow students to open the world of knowledge up to them in a new and exciting way. For teachers, our new solutions will provide robust, real-time data in an easy-to-use way that will allow them to inform instruction and provide proven cross-curricular reference materials to expand student learning.

For nearly 100 years, Scholastic has been the most trusted partner in providing engaging, appropriate reading, and instructional materials to children around the world. As we approach our 100th anniversary, we must consider the future our students will inherit and the skills we need to teach them for the world we do not yet understand.

We look forward to partnering with you on this exciting journey and to working together to provide all children with the chance to live independent, fulfilled lives.

Sincerely,

Beth Polcari
President, Scholastic Magazines & Digital Solutions

Scholastic is committed to meeting the needs of today’s classrooms. Our products offer integrations with LTI compatible LMSs, Clever, and Google Classroom on a handful of our programs. Look for these icons throughout to ensure compatibility with your school’s needs.
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Everything You Need
Scholastic Digital Solutions provide personalized instruction designed to help close the most essential skill gaps across the curriculum. Award-winning programs build foundational reading and vocabulary skills, provide classroom management support, and offer opportunities for reading and writing across the content areas—anytime, anywhere, on any device.

WHOLE-CLASS INSTRUCTION
Build background knowledge and engage in shared reading and instruction using an interactive whiteboard.

INDEPENDENT READING
Access reading levels, comprehension, and ensure every classroom library is a complete classroom library by providing unparalleled access to thousands of high-quality ebooks and exciting texts students want to read.

INDEPENDENT LEARNING
Inform and personalize instruction with research-based instructional programs that provide real-time, actionable data.

SMALL-GROUP INSTRUCTION
Meet each child where he or she is with instruction and texts at multiple reading levels.

Seamless Integration
Throughout this catalog, you will find resources designed to support every area of your reading and content area classrooms. For the whole class or small groups and all your independent readers and learners, Scholastic has a digital solution to meet your instructional needs.
Scholastic F.I.R.S.T.™ secures the foundational reading skills needed for students in Grades PreK–2, creating automatic, fluent readers with strong comprehension.

A highly adaptive personalized path for every student

Robust reports for educators to inform instruction

Phonological skills must be automatic for reading to be fluent, smooth, and accurate

Scholastic F.I.R.S.T. trains the brain to decode—automatically and fluently—so that a child’s brainpower can focus on comprehension

Prepares all early readers to hear, identify, and manipulate each of the 44 sounds effortlessly

WINNER
Best Educational App

Compatible with:
BookFlix® pairs animated stories from Weston Woods with best-selling nonfiction ebooks from Scholastic to build real-world knowledge and early literacy skills.

135 thematically aligned pairs for Grades PreK–3, with 37 pairs in Spanish

Detailed lesson plans and standard correlations for each pair

Compatibility:

A simple and fun way to teach early learners how to differentiate fiction and nonfiction texts

Strengthen students’ early literacy skills, confidence, and curiosity

Grow vocabulary, real-world knowledge, and a love of reading
Watch & Learn Library™ features curriculum-aligned videos designed to build learning excitement while providing the background knowledge and vocabulary necessary for reading comprehension success.

Hundreds of curriculum-aligned science, social studies, and SEL videos

Fully equitable in English and Spanish

Build learning excitement with on-level videos created specifically for young learners

Developmentally appropriate, modern, inclusive, and relevant videos featuring real-world footage

Perfect for launching new lessons and meaningful discussions

Early Learning | Grades PreK–3
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Scholastic W.O.R.D.™ closes the vocabulary and knowledge gap through 10 cross-curricular themes that are designed to grow with and challenge students in Grades K–5.

Robust reports for educators to inform instruction

Students learn how words work in service of knowledge

Supercharge vocabulary acquisition and deepen reading comprehension skills

Intentional, game-based instruction focuses on the 2,500 morphological word families that students will encounter most often in text

Supports core instruction by teaching new words in context across the content areas

Vocabulary Development | Grades K–5
Scholastic Literacy Pro® is a complete, blended solution to effectively and purposefully manage independent reading time both in and out of school, online, and in print.

Get to know students on a deeper level with at-a-glance reporting

Track and monitor progress with actionable data at every level

Capture interest and curiosity with a personalized and deeply rewarding independent reading experience

Simultaneous access to more than 2,300 fiction and nonfiction ebooks

Rate and review books and deepen reading comprehension with Think More checks

Create avid, confident, lifelong readers and learners

Independent Reading | Grades K–6
Core Clicks® builds close reading skills through a unique approach designed to give students a deeper level of comprehension with every pass.

Captivating nonfiction content in a variety of text types and media helps students master 13 critical reading skills through interactive and engaging instruction.

Compatibility:
Instructional Reading | Grades K–5

Strengthens skills and confidence in students’ ability to read, comprehend, interpret, and analyze informational texts.

Builds digital test-taking skills needed to succeed on state and national assessments.

A simple, effective way to practice and gain proficiency in textual analysis skills.
Scholastic Classroom Magazines combine original nonfiction stories and powerful digital teaching tools to spark curiosity, inspire empathy, and ignite a passion for learning.

A blended print-and-digital solution designed to build knowledge, engagement, and skills across the curriculum.

Powerful differentiation tools to support both striving and thriving readers.

Available for every grade and content area, magazines bridge the classroom to the world by connecting curricular topics to students’ lives.

Flexible teacher support materials—including lesson plans and skills activities—meet a wide range of instructional needs.

The most trusted, authentic, and engaging blended learning solution.
More than 200 core-curriculum units of study

Read-aloud with word highlighting supports readers and strengthens fluency

TrueFlix® provides thousands of resources to strengthen both educator instruction and student learning of science and social studies content-area knowledge.

Credible, approachable digital content to build knowledge and beginning research skills

Approachable, easy-to-navigate format encourages repeated use and confidence in technology skills

More than 40 different texts and media on each subject offer a well-rounded and in-depth look at each topic of study
FreedomFlix™ offers a range of text types and media on more than 70 key social studies topics spanning 10 areas of core-curriculum study.

Interactive reading experience with read-aloud and word highlighting

Discover the people, places, and events that shaped our world

Embedded media pop-ups, including primary sources, virtual tours, and readings of letters and first-hand accounts

Perfect for whole-group instruction, independent learning, or research

More than 70 units in 10 areas of study

Content Area Learning | Grades 4–8

Compatible with:
ScienceFlix® integrates age-appropriate scientific content, interactive features, and intuitive navigation to build knowledge and a lasting interest in scientific discovery.

More than 10,000 digital science content assets

Includes science news, experiments, and careers

Three reading levels and a Spanish version for each article

Emphasizes cross-cutting concepts to provide both a broad view and an understanding of how interrelating knowledge applies across all science disciplines

A perfect addition to makerspaces and science-fair season resources
Scholastic GO!™ offers credible, accurate, reliable content on every core-curriculum topic in a clean, easy to navigate interface.

115,000 informational texts, hundreds of videos, and interactive maps

Images, charts, career profiles, world newspapers, and educator resources

General Reference | Grades 2–12

Filter search returns by four reading levels to match each student with his or her appropriate level

Search returns are organized by type for simple discovery and navigation

Trusted content for research, instruction, and independent learning
Scholastic Teachables is an online hub of more than 25,000 printable resources to support lesson planning, classroom management, and teaching across all subjects.

Build on-level classroom libraries with more than 2,000 mini-books

Leveled Learning Collections make differentiating skills practice a snap

Teacher created and editorially vetted content ensures consistently high quality resources

100+ new resources added monthly means a constant flow of fresh content

School-wide access guarantees all teachers have the best content, lessons, and learning supports

Whatever you’re teaching, Scholastic Teachables can help
Ready to learn more?
Visit us at scholastic.com/edtech to learn more about all of our digital solutions. Quickly filter by grade, subject area, or implementation model to find the resources best suited for your specific needs.

For more information, product demos, or pricing information:
Call: 800-387-1437
Email: digitalinfo@scholastic.com
Visit: scholastic.com/edtech

**Scholastic Literacy**, our comprehensive program for Grades K–6, is the result of our long-standing partnership with educators, families, and thought leaders. With unparalleled access to authentic and culturally relevant texts, Scholastic Literacy is designed to engage readers, support social-emotional development, and help students become lifelong independent thinkers, readers, and writers.

Scholastic Literacy for a New Generation of Independent Thinkers, Readers, and Writers

- Choice and Access to Authentic and Culturally Relevant Texts
- Standards-Aligned Instruction
- Personalized Instruction

Call 1-800-387-1437 or visit scholastic.com/literacy today!